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Ground Sampling 
Quality Assurance Procedures 

Introduction 
The Ministry of Forests Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI) uses a two-phase 
sampling system to describe trees and other vegetation. The first phase (photo 
interpretation) involves the delineation of polygon boundaries and the estimation of a 
variety of vegetation polygon attributes from aerial photographs. The second phase 
(ground sampling) involves measurement of a variety of vegetation attributes at 
randomly selected ground sampling points within the Phase I polygons. A quality 
assurance audit is performed concurrently with the Phase II sampling.  
 
Two monitoring/checking processes are used to ensure that quality field 
measurements are being collected in the ground sampling phase:  

Quality Assurance is an external process, whereby the work is evaluated based on 
approved standards by an independent auditor and rated as having passed or failed. 
The auditor must be an experienced individual capable of conducting quality 
measurements and assessments to ensure the ground sampling procedures have been 
conducted within standards.  There should be an arm’s length relationship between 
the QA examiner and the crew being evaluated. 

Quality Control is an internal process, whereby the proponent, delegate or contractor 
ensures that the fieldwork is being done to the required standards in accordance with 
the procedures. This is the opportunity for the proponent/delegate/contractor to 
provide additional training to field crews.  
 
The procedures described here are the quality assurance procedures of the Ministry of 
Forests to be implemented on all VRI ground sampling projects. It is expected that 
field sampling crews will have their own quality control procedures. 
 
The objectives of the audit are to: 

• estimate the reliability of measurements 
• provide feedback to improve sample quality  
• provide information for contract administration. 
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The audit provides an estimate of sampling measurement error. Measurement error is 
the difference between measurement by the sampler and measurement by the auditor. 
Knowing the reliability of the sampling measurements provides a degree of 
confidence in the data being collected. 
 
The auditor identifies substandard sampling work and provides feedback to improve 
the crews’ performance. Another important aspect of the auditor’s work is to provide 
positive feedback to sampling crews on a task well done. 
 
An important issue for contract managers is whether the completed work is 
acceptable. Pass/fail standards have been established for important attributes. Pass 
/fail standards have also been established for compiled sample results, such as gross 
and net volumes.  If the audit shows a batch does not meet these standards, the batch 
fails and must be revisited. 
 
A separate document, Ground Sampling Quality Assurance Standards, provides the 
standards of accuracy for VRI attributes measured from ground samples. A standard 
is a maximum allowable error for a given attribute. The standards are based on levels 
of precision achievable by auditors and were developed in consultation with a group 
of auditors in the various fields. 
 
It is intended that quality assurance audits will be carried out as soon as possible after 
the samples are completed.  
 
The flowchart in Figure 1 provides an overview of the ground sampling and audit 
process for the VRI. 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the ground sampling and audit process.  
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Objectives 
The audit process has three main objectives: 

• to estimate the reliability of measurements 
• to provide feedback to improve sample quality 
• to provide information for contract administration. 
 
 

Measurement Reliability 
Auditing based on statistical principles provides an estimate of the measurement error 
for attributes and a degree of comfort regarding data collected in the field. The audit 
information and analysis of measurement error will be kept on record for future use.  
It is crucial for the calculation of measurement error that the audit sample be 
randomly selected from the batch being audited. The only situations for which a 
sample can be replaced are in the case of bad weather, access restrictions or safety 
considerations. If these situations arise, another audit sample may be randomly 
selected.   Any time an audit sample is replaced the reasons must be documented. 

 

Feedback 
Feedback from the audits is important for the continual improvement in sample 
establishment.  The auditor will note any problems found in the audits so that the 
field crews will be aware of areas where they may require improvement.  Positive 
feedback is also valuable in improving sample measurements.  To successfully 
accomplish this objective the crews should be audited early in the project and 
subsequent batches should be audited as soon as possible after they are submitted. 
The field crews will benefit from accompanying the auditor in the field and are 
encouraged to attend especially on the initial audits 
 
 

Contract Administration 
The audit provides the contract administrator with information about the quality of 
the work being completed.  Standards have been established for the location, 
measurement and submission of samples.  Pass/fail standards have been set for key 
attributes as well as compiled results.  Contract administrators will use the pass/fail 
criteria as the basis for payment. 
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Audit Principles 
Plot Selection 

An audit system requires a statistically valid sample of ground samples. For the 
sample to be valid, four criteria must be met: 

1. Batches of samples must be established.  The criteria for defining a batch will be 
determined at the pre-work conference. 

2. Audit samples must be chosen randomly within each batch.   

3. The selection probability (i.e., number of audit samples divided by total number 
of samples) must be known and recorded. 

4. The list of samples included in a batch must be recorded. 
 
It is recommended that a minimum of 10% of all samples should be audited and that 
auditing be more frequent at the beginning of the project. 

Sample Batches 
The exact batch sizes for each project will vary, however the following are some 
principles that should be kept in mind when determining batch size and composition.  
To ensure early detection of potential errors the initial batch(s) should be small (3-5 
samples) and should be separated by crew leader.  Future batch sizes and the 
composition of each, (crew leader or company) will be based on the outcome of the 
initial audits. Exact requirements for batch size and composition will be determined 
at the pre-work conference. 

Pass/Fail Attributes 
Pass/fail standards have been set on selected attributes to ensure that the work meets 
minimum standards.   These pass/fail attributes are outlined in the Ground Sampling 
Quality Assurance Standards. 

 

Batch Submission Requirements 
It is expected that all submitted batches will be complete as set out in the pre-work 
conference.  This includes requirements for air photos, maps, field cards and any 
other project specific information.   The field cards for all samples in the batch must 
be complete before the auditor will field audit any sample in the batch.   All samples 
in the batch will be returned if the batch is not complete when submitted. 
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Evolution of Standards 
The VRI has a change management process in place and any required changes to the 
ground sampling standards are referred through this process.  
 
Feedback concerning ground sampling standards should be directed to: 
 

Vegetation Resources Inventory Coordinator 
Resources Inventory Branch 
Ministry of Forests 
722 Johnson Street 
P.O. Box 9516 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9C2 
Telephone: (250)387-1314 
 
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/resinv/Veginv/ChangeMgmt00/change.htm
 
 

 

General Procedures 
1. Select the samples to audit. 

2. Perform office checking. 

3. Perform field audit. 

4. Prepare audit summary. 
 

Detailed Procedures 
The following procedure is to be followed in auditing ground sampling data 
collection for the Vegetation Resources Inventory. 

 

Selecting Sample Plots to Be Audited 
1. Determine the batch to be audited. 

2. Randomly select the sample(s) to audit from the batch and document the 
selection. If weather, safety or access restrictions do not allow the sample to be 
audited, another audit sample may be randomly selected to satisfy contract 
administration requirements. Any time an audit sample is replaced the reasons 
must be documented. 
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Office Checking 
Complete an office evaluation of all samples in the batch.  If any of the samples are 
incomplete or errors are noted, all samples will be returned and the audit will take 
place when the completed batch is returned.  All corrections or additions to the field 
cards, after the field crew has left the field, must be done in red ink on the original 
cards. 
 
If all samples in the batch are complete, then a thorough office check of the selected 
audit sample will be done.   
 
1.  Complete an office evaluation of the air photo location and map information, and 

an initial assessment of the plot data, looking for errors or omissions. Any 
concerns will be documented for the field audit. 

 
2.  Notify the field crew and project manager that an audit will take place.  It is 

recommended that the original field crew accompany the auditor, especially in the 
early phase of the project. 

Field Audit 
1.  Perform a field audit of the selected samples. 

 
2.  Complete a "blind" audit of the field data without checking the original field 

cards.  The auditor will have to review the basic plot size data and plot procedures 
used but must not review the actual collected data.  This independent estimate is 
required to quantify the measurement error. 

 
3.  After collecting the initial audit data, crosscheck the original plot data in the field 

to validate similar data and assess measurement difference. 

• If errors are detected in the initial audit data these errors will be noted but the 
audit sample data should not be changed. 

• No changes are to be made to the original field data cards at this time. If 
clerical errors or data omissions have been identified that must be corrected, 
to enable the data to be processed, the entries will be entered in red ink on the 
original field cards. The project manager decides who will enter the data. 

• Document the major discrepancies or favourable measurements found, in the 
comments section on one of the field cards before leaving the sample 
 

4. The preliminary audit results should be presented to the field crew and project 
manager as soon as practical following the audit. 
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Preparing the Audit Summary 
1.  Complete a summary report for each audit sample.  Summary reports will vary by 

project and the format will be determined at the pre-work conference.  An 
example of a summary report is found in Appendix 2. 

 
2. Compile the audit sample to determine whether the data meets the established 

pass/fail criteria.  If the pass/fail criteria are not met, the sample fails. In this case 
the “batch” of work will fail and the crew will be instructed to revisit, at their own 
cost, all samples in the batch to correct the items identified as contributing to the 
rejection. The batch of samples will then be subjected to an additional audit. 

 
3. Provide feedback to the field crews and project manager about any items that may 

need work.   
 

4. The project manager will be advised in "writing" of the samples that comprised 
the batch, which sample was selected for audit, and the results of the audit.  The 
audit summary will be attached for reference. 
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Appendix 1 
Auditor’s List 

 

 
Project________________________  Auditor____________________

Crew Leader/Company________________________ Tree Ecology 

Batch 
Number

Random 
Order

Sample 
Number

Date 
Received

Date 
Office 

Checked
Date Field 

Audited Pass/Fail Comments
1 34
2 42  
3 65
4 12
5 3
6 2
7 24
8 25
9 26  

10 17
11 16  
12 15
13 14
14 13
15 11  
16 10
17 6
18 7
19 1
20 4
21 17*
22 16*
23 15*  
24 5  
25 9
26 8
27 52
28 51
29 46
30 47

Vegetation Resources Inventory
Ground Sampling Auditor's List
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Appendix 2 
Sample Audit Report 
 

OFFICE CHECK 

Sample Number:_______________________  
Field Crew:___________________________  Original Sample Date:_____________________ 
Audit Crew: __________________________  Date of Check:___________________________ 

 
Complete any comments as required in the following sections. 

A. Field Navigation and Plot Layout 
 Compass Card [CP], Cluster Header Card [CH], Cluster Layout Card [CL]  
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
B.  Tree Measurements  

Tree Detail Card [TD], Tree Loss Indicators Card [TL], Small Tree and Stump Card [TS], Auxiliary Plot 
Card  

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
C. Ecological Measurements 

Ecological Description 1 [EP], Ecological Description 2 [ED], Tree and Shrub Layers [ET], Herb and 
Moss Layers [EH], Succession Interpretations [EO]; unknown samples correctly processed 

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
D.  Range and Coarse Woody Debris Measurements 

Range Transect 1 [RS], Range Transect 2 [RT], Coarse Woody Debris Transect 1 [EW], Coarse Woody 
Debris Transect 2 [EC]; clipped samples processing 

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
(If necessary, please attach page for additional comments) 
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SUMMARY AUDIT REPORT 
ESTABLISHMENT AND TREE ATTRIBUTES 

 
Sample Number: _______________________  
Field Crew: ___________________________  Original Sample Date: ____________________  
Audit Crew:___________________________  Date of Check: __________________________  
 
 
Field Navigation 

1. Tie point/tie line 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.  Reference tree/pin 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Integrated plot marking 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.  Large Tree measurements: 
 [a] Plot type/ prism selection 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [b]  Trees In/Out  

  
Plot Original Check Comments 
Integrated    
North    
East    
South    
West    
Total    

 
Comments: _______________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
5.  Completion of Auxiliary Plots/Split Plots/Border Plots _________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. Attribute Measurement Error calculations 

 
 
Attribute 

Number of 
measurements 

Measurements  
out of range 

 
Percentage acceptable 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 
7. Site Index Values 
 
 Site Original Audit % 
Plot Tree Age Height SI Age Height SI Diff. 
         
         
         
         
         
         

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Training Required: Yes   No   

Attributes requiring training: _________________________________________________________  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I hereby confirm that the above information was collected as recorded. 
 

Auditor [signature]: __________________________________  Date: ______________________  

(If necessary, please attach page for additional comments) 
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SUMMARY AUDIT REPORT 
ECOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES 

 
Sample Number: _______________________  
Field Crew: ___________________________  Original Sample Date: ____________________  
Audit Crew:___________________________  Date of Check: __________________________  
 
 
1.  Coarse Woody Debris measurements 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.  Range measurements 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Site Classification 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.  Site Features  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5.  Soil Features 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6.  Soil Description 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7.  Tree and Shrub Layers 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
8.  Herb and Bryoid Layers 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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9.  Succession Interpretation 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
10. Processing of Unknown Species 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
Attribute 

Number of 
measurements 

Measurements  
out of range 

 
Percentage acceptable 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Training Required: Yes   No   

Attributes requiring training: _________________________________________________________  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I hereby confirm that the above information was collected as recorded. 
 

Auditor [signature]: __________________________________  Date: ______________________  
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Appendix 3 
Audit Plot Selection List 
 
Project: _______________________________________________________________________   

 
 
Random 
Order 

Sample 
Number 

Audit 
Selection 

 

01   Crew Leader __________________  
02    
03   Batch # ______________________  
04    
05   Random # selected _____________  
06    
07   Date ________________________  
08    
09   Auditor ______________________  
10    
11    
12   Ecology  
13   Trees      
14    
15    

 
 
Random 
Order 

Sample 
Number 

Audit 
Selection 

 

01   Crew Leader __________________  
02    
03   Batch # ______________________  
04    
05   Random # selected _____________  
06    
07   Date ________________________  
08    
09   Auditor ______________________  
10    
11    
12   Ecology  
13   Trees      
14    
15    
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Appendix 4 
Height Calculation Worksheet 

 
 

Project________________________ Auditor____________________

Sample Number______ Crew Leader____________________

Plot
Tree 

Number
Audit 

Height
Original 
Height

Absolute 
Difference

Percentage 
Difference Comments

Totals

Average Percentage Diference =  Total Absolute Difference/Total Audit Height *100

Average Percentage Diference =_________________________

Vegetation Resources Inventory
Ground Sampling Height Calculation Worksheet
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Appendix 5 
DBH Calculation Worksheet 

 

Project________________________ Auditor____________________

Sample Number______ Crew Leader____________________

Plot
Tree 

Number Audit DBH
Original 

DBH
Absolute 

Difference
Percentage 
Difference Comments

Totals

Average Percentage Diference =  Total Absolute Difference/Total Audit DBH *100

Average Percentage Diference =_________________________

Vegetation Resources Inventory
Ground Sampling DBH Calculation Worksheet
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